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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

American Standard Launches Versatile Portfolio of
Sleekly-Styled Stainless Steel Kitchen Sinks
Four New Collections Feature Range of Style and Price Offerings;
Single and Double Bowl Models Include Selection of Installation Options
ORLANDO, KITCHEN & BATH INDUSTRY SHOW (January 10, 2017) ― Offering
refreshed styling and price points conducive to a broad range of homeowners, American
Standard announces its upgraded portfolio of high-quality, stainless steel kitchen sink
collections. From classically traditional to
strikingly modern styles, these four new
American Standard stainless steel sink
assortments meet a variety of design
needs, while maintaining style and
functionality in the kitchen.
“Today’s selective consumer demands a
range of high-style choices when investing
in a new sink to effectively meet their
cooking and kitchen task needs,” said
Noelle Giblin, senior director of faucet

New from American Standard, the Pekoe series of
stainless steel kitchen sinks bring a sleek, clean
look to the kitchen with crisp design lines and
undermount installation.

product marketing at LIXIL Americas, the business division under which American
Standard operates.
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“This versatile new portfolio of smart, spacious stainless steel sinks provides consumers
with a lifetime of quality and exceptional performance while complementing any kitchen
décor,” Giblin continued.

Pekoe Sinks: Contemporary Lines with Upscale Styling
Boasting superior modern style with crisp lines and slim curves, the Pekoe sink
assortment offers designs that are bound to impress. Made from durable 18-gauge
stainless steel with 10mm radius coved corners, these sinks are easy to clean and built
to last. Pekoe sinks offer a seamless, integrated look with undermount installation and
come with matching bottom grids to help protect the sink surface. List prices range from
$500 to $750.

To easily create a coordinated look, this new sink offering is well-matched to the stylish
simplicity of the American Standard Pekoe collection of kitchen faucets that includes
pull-down, pull-out and semi-professional models.
Portsmouth Sinks: Suit Transitional Kitchen Decor
A refreshing blend of iconic style and
modern functionality, the Portsmouth
kitchen sink collection is designed to fit any
kitchen décor. These new sinks convey a
timeless look, with rounded corners for
easy clean-up and undermount installation
for a high-end look.

All Portsmouth sinks are made to last with
premium 18-gauge stainless steel
Highlighting classic style and durable, 18gauge stainless steel construction, the new
Portsmouth collection of stainless steel
kitchen sinks from American Standard are
offered in a wide selection of configurations
to suit any kitchen.

construction. They are available in a wide
variety of configurations with both single
and double bowl options to easily customize
installation. Optional bottom grids are also

available to protect the sink surface and keep it looking new for years to come. List
prices range from $390 to $600 for sinks, $70 to $120 for grids.

- more -
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Portsmouth sinks are complemented by the vintage detailing and classic style of the
Portsmouth line of kitchen faucets from American Standard.
Edgewater Sinks: Modern Zero Radius Edges
Give your kitchen a modern edge with
the straight lines and distinct corners of
the Edgewater stainless steel kitchen
sink series. These sleek, rectangular
sinks showcase perfectly straight
design lines and distinct 90-degree
angle corners. With tapered, zero
radius corners and premium 18-gauge
stainless steel, these single and double
bowl sinks will add a contemporary
element to kitchen countertops.

Edgewater sinks also offer the
convenient option to customize their

The new Edgewater stainless steel sink series from
American Standard is an ideal complement to
contemporary kitchen decors and offers convenient
dual-mount installation options to suit either undermount
or top-mount configurations.

look with dual-mount installation
options. These sinks can be installed as top-mount or undermount, depending on
homeowner preference. All Edgewater sinks come with coordinating bottom grids for
sink protection. List prices range from $500 to $600.

This series is an ideal match to the sleek curves and strong design lines of the American
Standard Edgewater collection of pull-down kitchen and bar faucets.

Colony Sinks: Traditional Styling at Value Pricing
Ideal for homeowners looking to complete a quick kitchen makeover, the Colony sink
series offers a variety of configurations to fit almost any sink replacement need. These
20-gauge stainless steel single and double bowl sinks feature a convenient drop-in
design for quick and easy installation.

- more -
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The Colony series also includes ADA-compliant single and double bowl sinks
constructed of 22-gauge steel. These sinks offer a shallow 6-inch depth designed to
simplify tasks, like washing dishes and cleaning up, for those with limited mobility in their
arms, shoulders or back.

Dishes are kept easily within reach during washing. If the user drops an item into the
bottom of the sink, these shallow bowl kitchen sinks make it easier to retrieve the object
than with standard depth 9-inch sinks.

The Colony sink models are ideally
complemented by the Colony PRO
line of kitchen faucets from
American Standard, which are
offered in a wide array of
configurations and finishes to suit
most design preferences. List
prices range from $200 to $400.

All four collections include waste
fittings, plus necessary hardware,
instructions, and templates for

Featuring 20-gauge stainless steel construction for lasting
beauty, the new Colony collection of stainless steel kitchen
sinks from American Standard offer convenient drop-in
installation, as well as a selection of ADA-compliant models
designed to simplify common tasks for users with limited
mobility.

easy installation. These sinks are covered by a limited lifetime warranty with a one-year
warranty on included accessories.

These new American Standard stainless steel kitchen sinks will be available at kitchen
and bath showrooms nationwide starting April 2017. For more information, visit
www.americanstandard.com or call (800) 442-1902.
ABOUT AMERICAN STANDARD BRANDS
American Standard Brands make life healthier, safer and more beautiful at home, at work, in the
community and throughout the world. Offering total project solutions for residential and
commercial customers around the world with respected brands such as American Standard®,
Safety Tubs®, Crane Plumbing®, Eljer®, Fiat® and Decorative Panels International®. American
Standard Brands is part of LIXIL, a global leader in housing and building materials products and
services. Learn more at www.americanstandard.com, or follow us at
facebook.com/AmericanStandardPlumbing, twitter.com/AmStandard,
youtube.com/AmericanStandard01, Pinterest.com/amstandard,
Instagram.com/american_standard.
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ABOUT LIXIL
LIXIL is the most comprehensive and connected global company in the housing and building
industry, delivering human-centric innovation that enhances people’s living spaces – we call this
Living Technology. Delivering core strengths in water, housing, building and kitchen technologies,
our brand portfolio including LIXIL®, GROHE®, American Standard Brands, DXV®, INAX® and
Permasteelisa® are leaders in the industries and regions. Operating in more than 150 countries
and employing more than 80,000 people, we bring together function, quality and design to
provide better living solutions to the world today and for future generations. Learn more at
www.lixil.com and follow us at facebook.com/lixilgroup.

Colony®, Edgewater®, Pekoe® and Portsmouth® are registered trademarks of American Standard
Brands.
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